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Abstract: Food contamination with mycotoxins is a worldwide concern, because these toxins
produced by several fungal species have detrimental effects on animal and/or human health. In maize,
fumonisins are among the toxins with the highest threatening potential because they are mainly
produced by Fusarium verticillioides, which is distributed worldwide. Plant breeding has emerged as an
effective and environmentally safe method to reduce fumonisin levels in maize kernels, but although
phenotypic selection has proved effective for improving resistance to fumonisin contamination,
further resources should be mobilized to meet farmers’ needs. Selection based on molecular markers
linked to quantitative trait loci (QTL) for resistance to fumonisin contamination or/and genotype
values obtained using prediction models with markers distributed across the whole genome could
speed up breeding progress. Therefore, in the current paper, previously identified genomic regions,
genes, and/or pathways implicated in resistance to fumonisin accumulation will be reviewed. Studies
done until now have provide many markers to be used by breeders, but to get further insight on
plant mechanisms to defend against fungal infection and to limit fumonisin contamination, the genes
behind those QTLs should be identified.
Keywords: Fumonisin; Fusarium ear rot (FER); Fusarium verticillioides; maize; host resistance genomics
Key Contribution: All studies oriented to identify genomic regions, genes, and/or pathways
implicated in maize resistance to fumonisin accumulation have been reviewed. The summarized
information will help breeders and maize genetics focused on maize resistance to mycotoxin
contamination

1. Introduction
Food and feed contamination with mycotoxins is a worldwide threat for animals and humans,
especially in warm and humid regions [1]. Mycotoxins are low molecular weight secondary metabolites
derived mainly from amino acids, shikimic acid, or malonyl coenzyme A that elicit toxic responses
in higher vertebrates and/or humans when ingested at low concentrations. They are produced by
certain molds and can accumulate on a variety of different crops and foodstuffs such as cereals, nuts,
spices, raisins, dried fruits, apples, and coffee beans [2]. Over 300 mycotoxins have been identified,
mainly produced by fungus species of the genera Aspergillus, Fusarium, and Penicillium, in which
each particular mycotoxin is produced by several fungal species or being specific to a single species.
Maize is among the most commonly contaminated commodities [3]. Although several mycotoxins can
contaminate maize kernels, fumonisins mainly produced by F. verticillioides and F. proliferatum are the
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most common mycotoxins due to the wide distribution of F. verticillioides from the tropics to warm
temperate regions [4–6]. A detailed and updated overview of research advances on F. verticillioides
biology, maize–F. verticillioides interaction and the molecular underpinnings of pathogenicity and
environmental fitness can be found in the referred review [7].
The consumption of fumonisin contaminated food and feed can cause important disorders in humans
and animals, respectively. The main health disorders in animals are leukoencephalomalacia in horses,
pulmonary edema in swine, liver and heart damage in both, hepatic necrosis, and in the long run, kidney
and liver cancer in rodents, and growth and liver disorders in poultry and cattle, respectively [8–10].
The effects of fumonisins on human health are not clearly established, although epidemiological
studies have suggested a likely relationship between the intake of fumonisin-contaminated maize
and incidence of esophageal cancer and occurrence of neural tube defects in human embryos [11–15].
Fumonisins have been classified as possibly carcinogenic to humans by the International Agency for
Research on Cancer [16]. Updated information on fumonisin discovery history, chemical definition,
and toxic effects can be found in a recently published book chapter [5]. As exposure to fumonisins needs
to be kept as low as possible, many countries have regulations that establish maximum levels permitted
or acceptable for different feed and foodstuffs. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) of the USA
delivered a document in 2001 with recommended values for fumonisin content [17], but some other
countries such as South Corea or Indonesia have issued regulation on allowed maximum values [18]
as well as international organizations such as the European Union [19].
Kernel infection by F. verticillioides and fumonisin accumulation occurs in the field, and those
events are greatly affected by environmental conditions. However, significant differences in kernel
infection and fumonisin accumulation have been found among maize genotypes, and resistance-related
traits are moderately heritable [20–37]. Consequently, plant breeding has emerged as an effective and
environmentally safe method to reduce fumonisin levels [38,39]. Moreover, as fumonisin quantification
is expensive and labor consuming, the visual estimate of kernel infection known as Fusarium ear rot
(FER) score has emerged as a suitable trait for performing indirect selection based on the reported high
genotypic correlation coefficients between FER and fumonisin content across different environments
and genetic backgrounds [30,33,40,41].
The breeding programs implemented to increase resistance to FER have taken into account
additive effects because those effects have been reported as the most important for the inheritance
of resistance to FER and fumonisin accumulation [42–46]. However, it is should be pointed out
that dominant as well as epistatic effects could also be involved in the inheritance of these traits.
Backcross breeding was used to transfer resistance to FER from an unadapted donor inbred (GE440) to
a susceptible commercial inbred (FR1064), and the strategy was effective for improving quantitative
disease resistance of the released maize lines but gains in topcross performance were not achieved [47].
Similarly, a pedigree selection approach to breed inbred lines with increased resistance to FER and
fumonisin accumulation resulted in maize genotypes more resistant to fumonisin accumulation in
some environments, but not in all [48]. Recurrent selection has also proven its efficacy, since three
cycles of recurrent selection for reduced FER and increased yield in a synthetic population (ReFus)
partially resistant to FER attained significant gains for resistance to FER and indirectly for resistance to
fumonisin accumulation in the population per se and testcrossed [49]. However, as Chiuraise et al. [50]
pointed out, although high genetic gains for resistance to fumonisin contamination could be realized by
phenotypic selection, further resources should be mobilized to upscale the effort to breed new varieties
to cope with farmers’ requirements.
Selection based on the phenotype could be effective, but it faces several problems other than
being labor and time-consuming. Phenotyping maize for FER resistance requires (1) field trials
conducted in several environments due to the large genotype and environment interaction, and (2)
the proper management of inoculation timing due to variation among genotypes for flowering [51].
Those difficulties, in addition to nowadays increasing availability of dense and cheap molecular marker
sets, has prompted to move the focus from conventional to marker-assisted and genomic selections,
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although results from breeding programs for increased maize resistance to FER implementing molecular
tools are not yet published [51,52]. In this paper review, most studies oriented to identify genomic
and/or genes and pathways implicated in resistance to FER and fumonisin accumulation are revised.
Studies done until now have provide many markers to be used by breeders, but to get further insight on
plant mechanisms to defend against fungal infection and to limit fumonisin contamination, the genes
behind those QTLs should be validated. A graphical summary of bin localizations of QTL reported in
the literature (Table 1) for resistance to FER and fumonisin contamination is shown in Figure 1.
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2. Mapping of QTL for FER and/or Fumonisin Content in Bi-Parental Populations
The pioneering work by the International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center’s (CIMMYT)
researchers showed that in two F2:3 mapping populations derived from crosses between white inbred
lines adapted to Mexican highlands, QTL for FER could be found in chromosomes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and
10 [43]. Those QTL could explain from the 11% to 44% of the phenotypic variance for FER; 13 displayed
significant QTL × environment interactions, and only three overlapped in both populations. Based on
those results, authors warned about using marker-assisted selection for improving FER resistance.
Similar conclusions were drawn by Robertson-Hoyt [53], as they found many minor QTL for FER
and fumonisin content with low consistency across populations, but in general, these were stable across
environments. However, as fumonisin determinations are labor-demanding and expensive, the same
authors recommend marker-assisted backcrossing. More recent studies reported that although most
QTL for FER are minor QTL, some major QTL whose effects on FER were validated by near-isogenic
lines could be managed by marker-assisted breeding [54–57]. In addition, as the number of mapping
populations explored increased, the overlapping of QTL for FER found in different populations started
to be more common [55,58,59].
Maschietto et al. [60] found 15 QTL for FER and 17 QTL for fumonisin contamination; eight of
them were common to both traits and five were co-located with QTL for ear rot caused by other fungi.
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These results confirmed the high genetic correlation between FER and fumonisin content previously
reported and the existence of genomic regions containing QTL for multiple ear rot resistances that are
stable across environments [59,61]. In a recently published QTL study, different recombinant inbred
line (RIL) families from a nested association mapping (NAM) population have been used to elucidate
the genetic mechanisms underlying ear-mediated resistance to FER and fumonisin accumulation
as well as to discover QTL for FER and fumonisin content [58]. These authors identified 23 novel
QTL for resistance to infection by F. verticillioides and to fumonisin accumulation and suggested that
seven of them could be mediated by kernel and cob architecture. They also confirmed that the trait
kernel density was a good proxy of fumonisin content and suggested that larger and less dense cobs
could contribute to reduced FER scores and fumonisin levels [62]. Wu et al. [63] re-evaluated the
RIL population initially evaluated by Li et al. [56] and detected 10 QTL for FER; QTL located in bins
4.05-4.08 were validated using NILs.
Table 1. Summary of published QTL studies for resistance to Fusarium ear rot (FER) and fumonisin
contamination (FUM).
Traits

Type of QTL
Mapping

FER
FER

Linkage mapping
Linkage mapping

FER and FUM

Linkage mapping

FER and FUM
FER
FER
FER
FER
FER
FER
FER
FER
FER and FUM
FER
FER and FUM
FER
FER

Linkage mapping
Linkage mapping
Linkage mapping
Linkage mapping
Linkage mapping
Linkage mapping
Linkage mapping
Linkage mapping
GWAS 1
Stepwise regression
Linkage mapping
Linkage mapping
Linkage mapping
GWAS

FER

GWAS

FER

GWAS

FER
FER
FER

GWAS
GWAS
GWAS

FUM

GWAS

1

Mapping Population
238-individuals F2
206-individuals F2
213 BC1 F1:2 families from (GE440 × FR1064)
× FR1064
143 RIL 2 from NC300 × B104
187 RIL from 87-1 × Zong 3
210 F2:3 from BT-1 × Xi502
250 RIL from BT-1 × N6
201 DH from CML495 × susceptible parent
277 F2:3 families from CML492 × LPSMT
268 F2:3 families from CML495 × LPSMT t
272 F2:3 families from CML449 × LPSMT
854 tropical inbreds
Four RIL populations from a NAM 3
298 RIL from LP4637 × L4674
188 F2:3 families from CO441 × CO354
250 RIL from BT-1 × N6
265 inbreds
267 inbreds from the “Goodman”
association panel
1687 inbreds from the USDA maize
gene bank
183 tropical inbreds (85 popcorn inbreds)
242 inbreds
339 RIL from a MAGIC 4
256 inbreds from the “Goodman”
association panel
2

Number and Type of
Markers
5

149 RFLP
106 RFLP

Reference
Pérez-Brito et al. 2001, [43]
Pérez-Brito et al. 2001, [43]

105 SSR 6

Robertson-Hoyt et al. 2006, [53]

113 SSR
246 SSR
178 SSR
207 SSR
166 SNP 7
154 SNP
118 SNP
93 SNP
43,424 SNP
7386 GBS 8 markers
250 SNP
41 SSR and 342 SNP
222 SSR
224,152 SSR

Robertson-Hoyt et al. 2006, [53]
Ding et al. 2008, [54]
Chen et al. 2012, [55]
Li et al. 2011, [56]
Chen et al. 2016, [57]
Chen et al. 2016, [57]
Chen et al. 2016, [57]
Chen et al. 2016, [57]
Chen et al. 2016, [57]
Morales et al. 2019, [58]
Giomi et al. 2016, [59]
Maschietto et al. 2017, [60]
Wu et al. 2020, [63]
Wu et al. 2020, [63]

47,445 SNP

Zila et al. 2013, [64]

200,978 SNP

Zila et al. 2014, [65]

267,525 SNP
23,153 DArT-seq 9 markers
58,556 SNP

Coan et al. 2018, [66]
de Jong et al. 2018, [67]
Butrón et al. 2019, [68]

226,446 SNP

Samayoa et al. 2019, [69]

3

GWAS: Genome-wide association study; RIL: Recombinant inbred line; NAM: Nested association mapping
population; 4 MAGIC: Multi-parent advanced generation intercross; 5 RFLP: Restriction fragment length
polymorphism; 6 SSR: Simple sequence repeat; 7 SNP: Single nucleotide polymorphism; 8 GBS: Genotyping
by sequencing; 9 DArt-seq: Diversity Array Technology.

As summary of this section, in the last 15 years, a limited number of bi-parental mapping
populations have been used to explore the genetic architecture of maize resistance to FER and even
fewer bi-parental populations to dissect genomics of resistance to kernel contamination with fumonisins.
Bi-parental mapping populations are still useful tools for genetic studies, but the rapid development of
high-throughput genotyping technologies permit now efficiently using other mapping populations
that offer higher QTL resolution and explore wider genetic variability.
3. Genome-Wide Association Studies for FER and Fumonisin Content
Most genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have been focused rather on genomics related to
FER than on genomics involved in resistance to fumonisin content, as we next review. The first reported
GWAS for FER used a panel of 267 inbreds and approximately 50,000 single nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs) and detected few QTL, each one with small effects on phenotypic variation for FER [64]. Inbreds
belonging to tropical and popcorn subgroups tended to perform better than inbreds from other groups,
and the authors proposed some genes related to programmed-cell death as candidate genes for those
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QTL. As results suggested that many genes with small effects would underline the inheritance of
FER and linkage disequilibrium (measured as r2 ) drops below 0.1 beyond 10 kpb, authors pointed
out that the low density of markers and the limited number of inbred studied could hamper QTL
detection. In a more recent paper, a panel of 1687 inbreds genotyped for around 200,000 SNPs was
used for performing GWAS for FER [65]. Nine significant SNPs were located corresponding to seven
QTL, alleles conferring resistance at significant SNPs being rare and more frequent in tropical than in
temperate inbreds. The same authors also performed GWAS with a panel of 556 hybrids resulting
from crossing some inbreds to one or two testers, but no significant SNP for FER was detected, because
genetic variability for FER in hybrids is reduced compared to inbreds. Both studies reported substantial
additive polygenic variation for ear rot resistance, suggesting that phenotypic and genomic selection
approaches should be useful for improving resistance to FER. However, breeding effectiveness will
depend on performing accurate phenotypic evaluations of resistance either for phenotype direct
selection or for building reliable genomic selection models.
Therefore, as resistance variants were more frequent among tropical inbreds, it is not casual that
subsequent GWAS were done using tropical inbreds. Chen et al. [57] performed GWAS using an
inbred panel of 940 tropical inbreds, 63 of which were highly resistant to FER. These authors found
45 SNPs significantly associated with FER at p < 10−3 and 15 haplotypes; they reported small effects
for each SNP or haplotype and wide co-localization with QTL reported in previous studies. Among
the candidate genes proposed, they highlighted a gene encoding a glucose/ribitol dehydrogenase
because it belongs to a subset of short-chain dehydrogenases and reductases involved in pathogen
toxin reduction.
In a later work, Coan et al. [66] also explored genomics associated to FER in a panel of 183
tropical inbreds; 14 SNPs out of the available 268,000 SNPs were significantly associated with
FER. Each SNP explained from 15% to 25% of phenotypic variance in individual environments,
but there were no consistent SNP–trait associations across the three environments. Four genes
associated to significant SNPs encode defense-related proteins, including a gibberellin 2-oxidase4,
a glucosyltransferase, a Ras-related protein RHN1, and an anthranilate phosphoribosyltransferase.
Similarly, de Jong et al. [67] showed that significant DarT-seq markers explained 37–51% of the
phenotypic variability in each environment, but few coincidences between markers significantly
associated with the percentage of ears with rot symptoms in joint and individual analyses, pointing
out large QTL × environment interaction effects. These authors also reported few co-localizations
with QTL reported in previous studies but that could be consequences of the different inbred panels,
marker distribution, and disease-related traits used. de Jong et al. [67] performed GWAS analyses with
the percentage of ears per plot presenting rot symptoms instead of using a visual score to assess ear
damage extension in a representative sample of ears, as it has been commonly done in most studies.
The percentage of ears presenting symptoms is not appropriate to accurately estimate damage spread,
because no differentiation is made between ears with few kernels presenting rot symptoms and ears
totally rotten. These authors suggest some candidate genes for the associated markers to the percentage
of damaged ears, such as a gene responsible for the innate immune response that belongs to the class
of resistant-genes that contain nucleotide binding site and leucine rich repeat (NBS-LRR) receptors,
two transcription factors (nactf11 and nactf61), and genes responsible for the oxidation-reduction
process and peroxidase activity. The most recent GWAS for FER has been implemented using a 265
inbred panel and has located 18 SNP significantly associated with FER [63].
A recently published GWAS on resistance to FER was performed using a multi-parent advanced
generation intercross (MAGIC) population resulting in 13 putative minor QTL for FER [68]. The MAGIC
population was composed of RIL derived from crosses among eight temperate inbreds with different
levels of resistance to FER. This population could be a good complement to diverse inbred panels in
the quest to uncover genomic regions implicated in FER resistance among temperate materials because
frequencies of favorable alleles for resistance to FER are low in inbred panels, especially in temperate
inbred groups. The authors showed that among the uncovered QTL, the QTL in bins 7.04–7.05, 8.02,
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and 9.03 were highly reliant. Novel QTL were found but most QTL overlapped with QTL for FER and
fumonisin contamination previously located.
So far, there is just one GWAS on resistance to fumonisin accumulation, which has confirmed that
highly significant genotype × environment interaction as well as genetic variation for many genes with
small effects would contribute to the high complexity of the inheritance of maize resistance to kernel
contamination [69]. In the inbred panel of approximately 250 entries, 39 SNPs, clustered into 17 QTL,
were significantly associated with resistance to fumonisin accumulation in maize kernels. The high
resolution of QTL identified allows proposing candidate genes for those QTL, many candidates being
implicated in maize immune response signaling.
In brief, the genomic studies on FER and fumonisin contamination show that the value of selection
on identified markers for improving these characters is limited because most genetic variability has not
been captured by QTL models due to the highly polygenic nature of resistance to FER and to fumonisin
contamination. Therefore, a general recommendation can be made in which selection for particular
resistance alleles could be useful as long as genomic selection for polygenic background, either for
target or adaptation traits, is also performed. In addition, adaptation should be also an important issue,
because resistance alleles are more frequently found in tropical maize varieties, which are not adapted
to temperate regions.
The infection of maize kernel by F. verticillioides can occur via several routes: through silks,
pericarp wounds, or via systemic infection from the seed [70–72]. However, most kernel infections
are due to the entrance of the fungus through silks and/or pericarp wounds. In systemic infection,
the seed-transmitted fungus develops inside the young plant, after which it moves from the roots to the
stalk and finally to the cob and kernels [73]. The resistance of maize to seed infection at germination
and seedling (FSR) has been also studied using GWAS approximations, but no genetic correlation was
found between FER and FSR [70,74–76]. These results suggest that mechanisms involved in both types
of infections would be different, and moreover, susceptibility at the seedling stage would not have an
important impact on FER. Some studies have shown that the cob could play an important role in the
spread of kernel rot because local infection through silks could progress directly to kernels and/or via
the cob [70,77]. Therefore, resistant cobs can block the fungi from entering the kernels and reduce the
incidence of diseased kernels. However, resistance to FER is not correlated with resistance to cob rot
under kernel artificial inoculation conditions or natural conditions that favor kernel direct infection
through wounds. Therefore, cob and kernel resistance factors to infection by F. verticillioides would
complement each other to reduce FER. Mu et al. (2019) [77] used several approximations to dissect
genomics involved in Fusarium cob resistance: GWAS in a panel of 258 inbreds for high resolution
mapping; the validation of QTL using BC4F1 near-isogenic lines, and expression profiles of candidate
genes in resistant and susceptible inbreds.
Although GWAS have contributed to find high-resolution QTL and many candidate genes have
been proposed for those QTL, so far, only one gene implicated in resistance to FER have been cloned:
the gene ZmAuxRP1, which encodes a plastid stroma-localized auxin-regulated protein [78]. This gene
was confirmed as the causal gene of a QTL for resistance to stalk rot by F. graminearum and has
shown a quick response to pathogen challenge with a rapid yet transient diminution in expression
that led to arrested root growth but enhanced resistance to Gibberella stalk rot and FER. The authors
suggested that ZmAuxRP1 may be involved in the regulation of resource allocation toward growth or
immune response by diverting substrates to Indole-3-acetic acid (IAA) or benzoxazinoid biosynthesis,
respectively. However, this hypothesis has to be verified because F. verticillioides is one of the Fusarium
species that has the ability of benzoxazinoid detoxification [7,79].
4. Gene Expression Studies
Besides GWAS approaches using DNA markers, other molecular tools can be used to study
genomics involved in resistance to FER and to contamination with fumonisins. Gene expression
approaches has been extensively used to dissect genes involved in maize response to kernel infection
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by F. verticillioides. Several studies compared the response of resistant and susceptible maize inbreds to
infection; these studies differ in the molecular technique [from microarrays to RNA-seq], genotypes,
and post-inoculation times [from 12 to 120 h] used [80].
Lanubile et al. [81] studied the differential gene expression in silks and kernels between infected
and non-infected field plants of lines with contrasting levels of resistance to FER [CO354 as susceptible
and CO441 as partially resistant]. The authors highlighted that similar functional categories of
genes were involved in the response to infection of both inbreds, although, in the resistant inbred,
the defense-related genes assayed were transcribed at high levels before infection and provided
basic defense to the fungus, while expression changes in inoculated kernels were stronger in the
susceptible genotype. They suggested that responses upon F. verticillioides infection involve changes in
the expression of a large number of maize genes, including genes implicated in reprogramming cellular
metabolism, the accumulation of barrier-forming substances (reinforcement of cell walls), and the
production of antimicrobial compounds that act directly to prevent pathogen invasion. In a later study,
Lanubile et al. [82] corroborated, under controlled greenhouse conditions, that basal defense could
be a principal contributor to resistance. However, in another study conducted by the same research
group [83], it was found that upon point infection, the resistant line was more efficient at activating a
systemic response. These authors indicated that besides basal defenses, earlier systemic activation
of defense and regulatory genes, such as chitinases, glucanases, pathogenesis-related (PR) proteins,
and positive and negative transcriptional factors such as MYB-like and WRKY1 could contribute to
reduce fungal growth in the resistant genotype.
Chinese researchers working with two different inbreds with contrasting resistance to
F. verticillioides (Bt-1, resistant, and Ye478, susceptible) suggested that the constitutively elevated
expression of defense genes in maize husks could play important roles in modulating the response
to infection by F. verticillioides enhancing the plant protection system; in that particular study, more
genes were up-regulated by F. verticillioides infection in the resistant than in the susceptible inbred [84].
In a later study, the same research team showed stronger activity response of defense enzymes in
the susceptible than in the resistant inbred and highlighted some genes as possible regulators of the
differential response [85]. In another study, no important changes in transcriptional and metabolomic
profiles were detected in the silks and kernels of the resistant line (L4637) compared to the susceptible
inbred (L4674) following F. verticillioides inoculation, which supports the hypothesis that constitutive
defense mechanisms may confer partial resistance against F. verticillioides infection [86].
Microarray approaches were replaced by next-generation RNA-sequencing approaches in
subsequent expression studies. Lanubile et al. [87] re-examined the responses of inbreds CO441
and CO354 to F. verticillioides infection and found differences in basal gene expression between both
inbreds, CO441 kernels showing higher levels of expression of genes distributed over all functional
classes. A similar response to inoculation was observed in both genotypes, although the magnitude of
induction was much greater in the resistant genotype. This response included the higher activation of
genes involved in pathogen perception, signaling, and defense, including WRKY transcription factors
and jasmonate/ethylene-mediated defense responses, and genes related to shikimate, lignin, flavonoid,
and terpenoid pathways.
Later on, Wang et al. [88] used RNA-seq to study the response of the resistant inbred BT-1 to
F. verticillioides infection and found that multiple genes involved in abscisic acid (ABA), salicylic
acid (SA), and jasmonic acid (JA) hormone signaling pathways were induced as well as genes
involved in pathogen-associated molecular pattern-triggered immunity (PTI) but not effector-triggered
immunity genes. These results suggest that PTI could play a major role in the resistance of BT-1 to
F. verticillioides, and several hormone signaling would be involved. Furthermore, the authors pointed
out that many differentially expressed genes (DEG) between control and inoculated kernels could be
mapped to known QTL for FER, agreeing with previous results using microarray experiments [89].
The DEG in these known QTL could be considered as valuable candidate genes and should be further
studied to determine their role in resistance. Following this idea, Maschietto et al. [60] used the
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previous RNA-seq characterization of CO441 and CO354 after inoculation with F. verticillioides and
at control conditions [87], and the DEG between both inbreds that mapped within the confidence
interval of QTL for FER and/or fumonisin content in a mapping population derived from the cross
CO441 × CO354 were proposed as candidate genes for those QTL. The proposed genes codify for
thioredoxin (YPTM1), lypoxygenase (LOX8), heat shock proteins, transcription factors (WRKY74 and
AP2/ERF), S-adenosylmethionine decarboxylase, carbohydrate transmembrane transporter, vicilin-like
antimicrobial peptide 2–3 (AMP2-3), ascorbate peroxidases, and glutathione transferases.
Simultaneously to genome-wide expression studies, research focused on the expression changes
of particular defense genes also provided useful knowledge about genes or pathways that could
be involved in resistance to FER and to fumonisin contamination. Blacutt et al. [7] suggested that
maize defense against F. verticillioidesis follows the typical necrotrophic fungus interaction pattern,
in which the plant exhibits nonspecific responses such as the induction of pathogenesis-related (PR)
proteins [90,91]. Consequently, Maschietto et al. [92] investigated the changes in kernel RNA expression
due to F. verticillioides infection in two resistant (CO441 and CO433) and two susceptible (CO354
and CO389) maize inbreds for pathogenesis-related (PR1, PR5, PRm3, PRm6) and reactive oxygen
species (ROS) scavenging (peroxidase, catalase, superoxide dismutase, and ascorbate peroxidase)
genes. In addition, the oxidation level and the enzymatic activity of ascorbate–glutathione cycle,
catalase, superoxide dismutase, and cytosolic and wall peroxidases were explored. The control kernels
of the resistant lines showed higher gene expression and enzymatic activities, highlighting the key role
of constitutive resistance in limiting pathogen progression. In contrast, defensive genes were more
highly induced by pathogen inoculation in the susceptible inbreds, but these inbreds still showed less
antioxidant activity than resistant ones, resulting in increased levels of H2 O2 and lipid peroxidation.
Similar results were also reported in a study under inoculation with F. subglutinans, F. proliferatum,
and A. flavus confirming the overlapping of genes or pathways contributing to resistance to different
mycotoxin-producer pathogens [93].
In addition, to set the focus on genes directly involved in defense, the study of genes involved
in maize response signaling has deserved special attention. Cross-kingdom signaling molecules
appear to play a significant role in determining the outcomes of the F. verticillioides interaction with
maize; therefore, the understanding of the molecular signaling occurring during maize–F. verticillioides
interactions could pave the way for the discovery of genes involved in resistance or susceptibility,
and several studies have targeted maize genes involved in response signaling to F. verticillioides
infection and/or on fungal genes implicated in the interaction [7,94]. Real-time RT-PCR experiments
for 15 maize lipoxygenase (LOX) genes were performed on kernels of inbreds CO441 and CO354
collected at 3, 7, and 14 days post-inoculation (dpi) with the fungus [95]. LOX genes were stronger
and earlier induced after inoculation by F. verticillioides in the resistant inbred, corresponding with the
mounting of resistance between 7 and 14 dpi that limited fungal growth and fumonisin accumulation
in that inbred compared to the susceptible one. Therefore, authors concluded that the resistant inbred
could activate more efficiently the defense response that would depend on an overexpression of
LOX pathway genes and suggested a key role for JA in resistance to F. verticillioides. The impact of
maize oxylipins on mycotoxin production would be mediated through changes in the transcription of
fumonisin biosynthetic genes [96]
Later on, Fauguel et al. [97] suggested that F. verticillioides could use compounds from the maize
9-LOX pathway to promote infection in kernels while maize volatiles produced by the 13-LOX pathway
could be associated to maize field resistance. They firstly studied, in in vitro experiments, the effects
of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) of silks and kernels from genotypes with different levels of
resistance to FER and found that VOCs from the most resistant and susceptible genotypes inhibited
and promoted, respectively, fungal growth. Then, kernel and silk VOC profiles of different maize
genotypes were studied; the most susceptible genotypes produced large amounts of VOCs with a
prevalence of C9 compounds, indicating that these volatiles might be associated with the fungal
growth promotion observed. In addition, real-time PCR for several lipoxygenase transcripts in silks
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of two inbreds with contrasting levels of resistance revealed that 13-LOX gene expression seems to
be higher in the moderately resistant inbred while 9-LOX gene expression, which was stimulated
by inoculation, was higher in the susceptible inbred. These results agreed with previous findings
by Gao et al. [98] that showed how the disruption of a 9-LOX gene, ZmLOX3, resulted in reduced
levels of several 9-LOX-derived hydroperoxides and reduced conidiation and production of fumonisin
B1 by F. verticillioides. However, Christensen et al. [99] demonstrated that a unique monocot-specific
9-LOX plays a key role in defense against F. verticillioides in diverse maize tissues. They also provided
genetic evidence about the involvement of the hormone JA in maize defense against this pathogen,
because the mutator transposon-insertional lox12-1 mutant showed reduced resistance to infection
by F. verticillioides and higher fumonisin accumulation accompanied by diminished levels of the
JA precursor 12-oxo phytodienoic acid, JA-isoleucine, and the expression of jasmonate-biosynthetic
genes [99]. Moreover, Battilani et al. [94] have recently revealed that 9-LOX genes could be implicated
in susceptibility as well as in defense. ZmLOX3 was confirmed as a major susceptibility factor
induced by fungal oxylipins, because ZmLOX3-mediated signaling promotes the biosynthesis of fungal
virulence-promoting oxylipins, but ZmLOX3 suppresses JA-stimulating 9-LOXs such as ZmLOX4,
ZmLOX5, and ZmLOX12, which are essential for JA-mediated defense. These results would agree
with previous expectations made by Scala et al. [100]. These authors suggested that maize reacts
by producing oxylipins to interfere with pathogen invasion in which F. verticillioides oxylipins try
to reprogram pathogen-triggered immunity. However, in some cases, some maize oxylipins favor
pathogen virulence, inducing effector-triggered susceptibility.
As the down-regulation of ZmLOX3, a known susceptibility factor, was recently reported as a
mechanism behind Trichoderma virens-mediated induced systemic resistance [101], studies of induced
systemic resistance (ISR) activated by beneficial fungus could be also a valuable resource to expose
hidden molecular mechanisms essential to reduce disease development. In that sense, the study of
ISR activated by the beneficial fungus T. atroviride in maize plants that were posteriorly inoculated
with F. verticillioides have provided evidence of the role of pathogenesis-related, plant cell-wall
reinforcement, fungal cell-wall-degrading enzymes, and secondary metabolism in maize immune
response to F. verticillioides [102].
5. Reverse Genetics to Uncover Metabolic Pathways Involved in Resistance to F. verticillioides
and Fumonisin Contamination
Another procedure to unravel metabolic pathways involved in resistance to F. verticillioides
and fumonisin contamination would be to check the effect of pathway disturbance on resistance.
Disrupting mutants and isogenic wild-type counterparts would be compared to assess the influence of
the particular pathway on resistance.
Secondary metabolites with antioxidant properties, mainly terpenoids and phenylpropanoids
have frequently been reported as probably involved in plant defense against fungal pathogens, and in
addition to antifungal properties, they could interfere in mycotoxin biosynthesis [103]. Therefore, it is
not surprising that known mutants for genes implicated in terpenoid and phenylpropanoid pathways
has been assayed along with their near-isogenic wild-type counterparts to validate if they have any
significant effect on resistance to FER and/or fumonisin contamination.
Venturini et al. [104] studied the performance of two isogenic hybrids, one having pigmentation
in the pericarp (conferred by allele P1-rr at the P1 gene) and the other without (allele P1-wr that
disrupts the flavonoid pathway). The pigmented hybrid showed lower values for FER symptoms
and fumonisin contamination, although the difference was not always significant, suggesting that the
contribution of flavonoids to fumonisin resistance would depend on environmental conditions such as,
for example, the incidence of kernel damage by insects.
Using an array of commercial maize hybrids, Christensen et al. [105] found a negative correlation
between total terpenoids and fungal growth, in which kauralexin A3 and abscisic acid were the
metabolites most associated with fungal suppression. Therefore, mutants of the ent-copalyl diphosphate
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synthase Anther ear 2 (An2) gene, which blocked kauralexin biosynthesis, were tested. Those mutants
showed increased susceptibility to F. verticillioides compared to the wild-type, highlighting the defensive
function of acidic terpenoids against F. verticillioides.
Diaz-Gomez [106] used a similar scheme to check the implication of carotenoids in resistance to
FER and to contamination with fumonisins. The authors tested the maize inbred M37W, which lacks
carotenoids in the endosperm because of the absence of the enzyme phytoene synthase, which is
necessary for carotenoid biosynthesis, and a high-carotenoid transformant obtained by introducing
maize phytoene synthase 1 and Pantoea ananatisphytoene desaturase genes into M37W. The study reported
lower fumonisin levels in the high carotenoid inbred, suggesting that increased carotenoid content
reduces fumonisin levels. However, further investigation is needed, because carotenoid-enriched
maize lines also differed from their isogenic lines for starch content, and starch composition has been
also associated to resistance to fumonisin contamination. In this sense, Blandino and Reyneri had
shown in a previous study [107] that an increased content of amylopectin in the starch could stimulate
fumonisin contamination.
6. Conclusions
Genomic, transcriptomic, and metabolomic studies have confirmed the complexity and polygenic
nature of maize resistance to kernel fumonisin contamination. Inheritance of resistance is low due to
relevant QTL × environment interactions hindering the efficiency of phenotypic selection. As additive
genetic variation for FER and fumonisin accumulation is mostly due to many QTL with minor effects,
genomic selection approaches are recommended in breeding programs, although molecular markers
significantly associated with resistance could be included as fixed effects in the prediction models of the
genotypic value. QTL for maize resistance to FER and fumonisin contamination are scattered across
almost all chromosomal bins, and candidate genes have been proposed for some high resolution QTL;
genes involved in maize immune response signaling deserving special attention. Although GWAS
have contributed to find high-resolution QTL and many candidate genes have been proposed for those
QTL, so far, only one gene implicated in resistance to FER has been cloned, the gene ZmAuxRP1.
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